
Mentor Me: Reader Acclaimed "5 Stars" New
Book Now Available Pre-Launch
New Book by Author Ken Poirot, "Financial Professional and Scientist of Life", is Now Available Pre-
Launch

HOUSTON, TEXAS, UNITED STATES, May 13, 2014 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Today author Ken
Poirot's hotly anticipated new book, "Mentor Me: GA=T+E—A Formula to Fulfill Your Greatest
Achievement" has been made available pre-launch through the publisher's web site. 

Based upon training from top New York Stock Exchange listed companies, life experiences, personal
stories, and observations, author Ken Poirot weaves a book which has already become a hit among
readers of the initial test group. 

When asked about how 'Mentor Me' was originally conceived, author Ken Poirot said, "I wanted to
create something to have a positive impact on other's lives. I realized I was fortunate to have both
received and taught top-level professional training from which most people could also benefit. So I
combined this training with my own personal experiences and wrote 'Mentor Me'."

The following are just some of the comments by readers who rated 'Mentor Me' 5 stars:

"...almost everyone - should think about reading this book." 

- Kathryn Bennett

"...this is a great book, enjoyable to read and with useful knowledge." 

- Teodora Totorean

"...a motivating and inspiring book that will help change your attitude towards life and living."

- Mamta Madhavan

According to the author, Ken Poirot, "The response has been overwhelmingly positive and I am
realizing the audience for this book is a much broader range than I initially anticipated. Everyone who
has read this book so far has responded enthusiastically about its content, practicality, or readability."

For more information about the book, "Mentor Me: GA=T+E—A Formula to Fulfill Your Greatest
Achievement", author Ken Poirot, or to order a book pre-launch, go to www.mentormegate.com. 
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Ken Poirot is a Cornell University graduate, financial professional, coach, consultant, scientist, author,
and public speaker, currently residing in the Houston, Texas metropolitan area. Among his
achievement are a US patent for a new drug delivery system he developed in graduate school, as well
as various achievements during his tenure with such firms as Cullen/Frost Bankers (NYSE: CFR),
JPMorgan Chase (NYSE: JPM), The Charles Schwab Corporation (NYSE: SCHW), American
Express (NYSE: AXP), Merrill Lynch, which is now part of Bank of America (NYSE: BAC), and
Guaranty Bank, which is now part of BBVA (NYSE: BBVA).

'Mentor Me' can be ordered pre-launch through most bookstores and online retailers. To request a
copy from your local bookstore or online retailer provide them with the title, "Mentor Me: GA=T+E—A
Formula to Fulfill Your Greatest Achievement", author, Ken Poirot, or the book's ISBN as follows: 978-
145752-772-2.

Reader reviews, ratings, and comments provided by "Readers' Favorite".
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